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ABSTRACT
Many experimental studies point to the ubiquitous role of
protein complexation in the cell while lamenting the lack of
structural models to permit structure-function studies. This
scarcity is due to persisting challenges in protein-protein
docking. Methods based on energetic optimization have to
handle vast and high-dimensional configuration spaces and
inaccurate energy functions only to arrive at the wrong in-
terface. Methods that employ learned models to replace
or precede energetic evaluations are limited by the gener-
ality of these models. Computational approaches designed
to be general often fail to provide realistic models on pro-
tein classes of interest in the wet laboratory. One such class
are G protein-coupled receptors, which wet-lab studies sug-
gest undergo complexation, possibly affecting drug efficacy.
In this paper, we propose a computational protocol to ad-
dress the unique challenges posed by these receptors. To
deal with challenges, such as receptor size and inaccuracy
of energy functions, the protocol takes a geometry-driven
approach and integrates in the search geometric constraints
posed by the environment where the receptors operate. Var-
ious filters are designed to handle the computational cost
of energetic evaluation, and analysis techniques based on
new scoring strategies, including multi-objective analysis,
are employed to reduce the sampled ensemble to a few cred-
ible structural models. We demonstrate that dimeric mod-
els of the Dopamine D2 receptor targeted to treat psychotic
disorders reproduce macroscopic knowledge extracted in the
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wet-laboratory and can be employed to further spur detailed
structure-function studies.
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J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]: Biology and genetics
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Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Virtually all biological mechanisms involve molecular as-

semblies. Protein assemblies, in particular, are central com-
ponents of cellular organization and function, involved in ion
transport and regulation, signal transduction, protein degra-
dation, transcriptional regulation, and more [8]. A growing
body of wet-lab studies points to the important and varied
role of protein assembly in the cell, all the while lament-
ing the lack of structural models [21]. Structural models of
protein assemblies are often a crucial first step to permit
detailed structure-function studies not only to better under-
stand the role of an assembly in the healthy cell [16] but also
to understand changes that assembly may introduce to the
efficacy of a drug designed to interact with a single protein
chain [17]. Yet, obtaining such models in silico, even when
limited to protein-protein dimers, remains challenging. Size
and cellular environment are all limiting factors for wet-lab
techniques. Size is also a challenge for many computational
methods that have to essentially explore a large bound con-
figuration space in search of credible bound models.

Current protein-protein docking methods can be catego-
rized as energy-driven, geometry-driven, and hybrid. Energy-
driven methods approach protein-protein docking through



stochastic optimization algorithms based on Monte Carlo or
evolutionary algorithms. Many such methods now exist [14],
driven by the community-wide CAPRI experiment [22]. While
great progress has been made, several CAPRI summaries
make the case that high-accuracy pairwise docking remains
challenging [20]. There is great difficulty, for instance, in lo-
cating the native interaction interface or even part of it, with
top methods shown to predict only 30-58% of the correct in-
terface in any given target [22]. An energy-based treatment
is not guaranteed to drive the optimization process towards
the right interface [28].

In response, a second group of methods delay consid-
eration of a detailed energy function, choosing instead to
sample rigid-body transformations (representing spatial ar-
rangements) that superimpose geometrically-complementary
regions on the molecular surfaces of the units participating
in a dimer [14]. These methods are referred to as geometry-
driven, but their accuracy is typically lower than that of
energy-based methods if no energetic refinement is carried
out afterwards on obtained models [26].

Hybrid methods have been proposed to improve accuracy
and reduce computational cost. Such methods make use of
additional information to determine whether a contact in-
terface in a computed dimer is native-like or not, often pro-
viding a score to replace or precede detailed energetic eval-
uations and possible model refinements. This information
can be as simple as an evolutionary conservation score [6] or
as complex as a machine learning model learned a priori on
known native dimers reviewed in [35]. The information can
be used as a filter [13] or combined with a physics-based en-
ergy function to create a pseudo-energy function [18]. While
research on finding what characterizes interaction interfaces
remains active [24], methods that employ learned models are
to a great extent limited by the generality of these models.

Computational approaches designed to be general often
fail to provide realistic models on protein classes of interest
in the wet laboratory. One such class are G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs), which wet-lab studies indicate undergo
assembly [30]. This evidence has prompted revision of tradi-
tional models of GPCR structure and function, raising ques-
tions on the nature of their interactions with ligands, drug
compounds, and downstream signaling molecules [33]. Yet,
structural models are not only difficult to obtain in silico,
but often what is obtained is clearly inaccurate.

The point on the shortcomings of energy-driven meth-
ods is illustrated on the suspected dimerization of a spe-
cific GPCR, the Dopamine D2 receptor (D2R), whose dimer-
ization has been suggested in the wet laboratory and pos-
sibly plays a role in altering the efficacy of antipsychotic
drugs [7, 10]. Figure 1 shows the best predicted model for
the D2R-D2R dimer by a thorough list of methods. Jux-
taposition of these models shows that there is no consen-
sus among them on even the overall topology of the dimer,
which is known by wet-lab studies to have fewer options due
to the presence of the membrane and to involve a specific
trans-membrane region in the interface [10].

Prompted by the need for realistic structural models of
GPCR dimerization and the inability of current methods to
obtain such models, we propose here a computational pro-
tocol capable of addressing the unique challenges posed by
these receptors. To deal with challenges, such as receptor
size and inaccuracy of energy functions, the protocol takes
a geometry-driven approach and integrates in the search ge-

ometric constraints posed by the membrane environment
where the receptors operate. Various filters are designed
to handle the computational cost of energetic evaluation,
and analysis techniques based on new scoring strategies, in-
cluding multi-objective analysis, are employed to reduce the
sampled ensemble to a few credible structural models. We
demonstrate that dimeric models of D2R-D2R targeted to
treat psychotic disorders reproduce macroscopic knowledge
extracted in the wet-laboratory and can be employed to fur-
ther spur detailed structure-function studies. Due to the
shared environmental constraints and structural topology
among all five members of the family of dopamine recep-
tors and other GPCRs, the proposed protocol is promising
to obtain dimeric models of other GPCRs. Our focus on
D2R-D2R in this paper is driven by the availability of exper-
imental data that can be used to validate predicted models.

2. METHODS
GPCRs have high structural similarity with one another

and share key motifs for binding other molecules [29]. The
polypeptide chain of a GPCR is over four hundred amino
acids long and contains segments that operate outside and
inside cellular membranes. All GPCRs contain an extracel-
lular region, followed by seven transmembrane helices (TM1-
7) which are connected by 3 intracellular and 3 extracellular
loops (see Figure 2(a)). The TMs are arranged in a char-
acteristic hollow cylindrical shape that fits inside a cellular
membrane. A significant number of wet-lab studies show the
involvement of these TMs in binding to form higher-order
assemblies [9,11,23,32]. In this paper, we propose a general
docking protocol that is capable of taking into account ex-
perimental knowledge of putative interaction interfaces, ad-
ditional geometric constraints due to the fact that GPCRs
have to operate in membranes, and energetic constraints to
compute thermodynamically-stable dimers of GPCRs.

2.1 Decoy Sampling
The method employed to sample dimeric decoys is prob-

abilistic (as opposed to systematic). It is geometry-driven,
as geometrically-complementary regions are first computed
on the molecular surfaces of the two units to be docked.
The novelty here is that experimental knowledge of puta-
tive interaction interfaces is integrated to narrow the focus
to surface regions that comply with experimental knowledge.
These regions are then sampled, and rigid-body transforma-
tions that superimpose them are computed to obtain docked
units. Since a GPCR unit is large, a simple axis vector rep-
resentation is employed to rapidly determine whether the
resulting dimeric configuration complies with the additional
geometric constraints placed by the membrane. Once this
geometric filter passes, the entire all-atom representation of
each GPCR unit is employed, and the all-atom dimeric con-
figuration is evaluated according to its energy. Once the
configuration passes the energetic filter, as well, it is added
to a growing decoy ensemble. This protocol is summarized
in pseudocode in algorithm 1. We now relate each of the
main steps and then conclude with the various analyses of
the decoy ensemble to select credible dimeric models.

2.1.1 Sampling-based Rigid-body Docking
Let us consider that two units, A and B, are to be docked,

and their structures (cartesian coordinates of atoms) are
available in CA and CB . One can consider unit A as the



ClusPro [3] PyDock [15] GRAMMX [39]

RosettaDock [25] ZDock [34] SymmDock [5]

SwarmDock [38] HopDock [12] idDock [13]

Figure 1: Several top methods, available as web servers, in pairwise docking (including our recent
HopdDock [12] and idDock [13] methods) have been applied to obtain best models for a D2R-D2R assembly
indicated to form in the living cell by wet-lab studies [7, 10]. The transmembrane regions (TMs) are color
coded in each of the two chains (TM1 red, TM2 dark grey, TM3 orange, TM4 yellow, TM5 tan, TM6 light
grey, TM7 green.) To show that there is no consensus among these models, all models are superimposed
via least Root-Mean-Squared-Deviation (lRMSD) on unit/chain A, which is used as the base/reference unit.
This unit is drawn in transparent and appears at the same position and orientation on all the subfigures. Due
to the differences among the models, unit B, drawn in opaque, occupies various placements in space, clearly
showing the lack of consensus among the models. Not only does the interaction interface not seem to involve
TM 4, in contrast to wet-lab evidence [10], but in some models the actual contact interface is between the
extra-cellular regions not drawn here in the interest of visibility.



Algo. 1 GPCR-GPCR Docking

1: Input :
3D Cartesian coordinates of base unit CA and moving unit CB

List of residues in desired interaction interface
Maximum relative orientation angle Θ
Maximum LJ potential value Emax

Target number of models N
2: Output: Ensemble of dimeric configurations Ω = {CAB}
3: Preprocessing:

Generate Connolly Surface representation MSA for CA and MSB for CB

Sample Critical Point representation CPA and CPB from regions of MSA and MSB containing desired interface
Generate Triangular representation ∆A from CPA and ∆B from CPB

Define the axis vector vA for CA and vB for CB

4: while |Ω| ≤ N do
5: Sample δA ∈ ∆A and δB ∈ ∆B . δA and δB are geometrically-complementary triangles
6: Compute T ∈ SE(3) that superimposes δB on δA . T : rigid-body transformation

7: v
′
B ← T (vB) . Apply T on vB to move only axis vector

8: θ ← 〈(vA, v
′
B) . Compute angle between axis vectors

9: if θ ∈ [0,Θ] then
10: CAB ← T (CB) . Apply T on CB to obtain a dimeric configuration CAB

11: Compute atoms in contact in CAB and measure LJ potential eAB over them
12: if eAB ≤ Emax then . CAB meets both geometric and energetic constraints
13: Ω← Ω ∪ CAB . Add new configuration to Ω
14: end if
15: end if
16: end while

base, immobile unit, and B as the moving one to be docked
onto A. While details of the geometry-driven approach to
rigid-body docking can be found elsewhere [12], we summa-
rize it here, focusing on the novel integration of experimental
knowledge of the (putative) interaction interface.

First, molecular surfaces, MSA and MSB , are built from
CA and CB . Geometrically-complementary regions, repre-
sented as triangles of (critical) points selected to represent
a molecular surface, are computed on these surfaces. The
critical points allow direct incorporation of additional con-
straints. For instance, given a desired (hypothesized or pu-
tative) list of residues, perhaps demonstrated to contain the
interaction interface, only the subset of critical points CPA

and CPB nearby the specified residues can be considered,
thus narrowing the triangles of interest to a smaller desired
“active” subset. Two such geometrically-complementary tri-
angles, δA and δB are sampled, and a rigid-body transfor-
mation T in SE(3) is computed to superimpose δB over δA
(lines 5-6 in algorithm 1). Applying T to all the atoms in
CB results in a new configuration for unit B, now docked
onto unit A, and resulting in a dimeric model or decoy CAB .
The rest of this section details the two filters employed to
efficiently obtain credible dimeric models.

2.1.2 Geometric Filter
The geometric filter serves to ensure that all dimeric mod-

els allowed in the decoy ensemble Ω satisfy the environmen-
tal constraints posed on GPCRs. All TM regions of a GPCR
need to be inside the membrane. This constraint needs to be
satisfied in GPCRs assemblies, as well. For this reason, an
axis vector representation is employed to record the place-
ment of a GPCR unit with respect to the membrane. As
illustrated in Figure 2(a), given a global coordinate frame
where the y axis runs normal to the lipid bilayer (and z is
the lateral axis), a GPCR in an ideal placement with respect

to the membrane has the main axis of the hollow cylinder
formed by its TM regions aligned with the y axis. We com-
pute the main axis of this cylinder and use it to represent the
placement of a GPCR with respect to the membrane. Let us
refer to this axis vector for a GPCR unit A as vA, computed
as follows: Given CA, the top residues of a TM region are
those just before the chain becomes extracellular, and the
bottom residues are the last residues just before the chain
becomes intracellular. The center of mass of the bottom
residues, cmA,bottom, and that of the top residues, cmA,top,
are calculated. The axis vector vA = cmA,top − cmA,bottom.
Similarly, an axis vector vB is defined for a second unit B
to be docked onto a unit A.

This axis vector representation allows rapidly rejecting
dimeric models where unit B would be in an invalid place-
ment relative to the membrane. One does not need to apply
a rigid-body transformation T to the entire CB . Instead,
applying it to just the vector vB (see line 7 in algorithm 1)

results in a new vector V
′
B , which summarizes the place-

ment of the moving unit B without having to move all its
atoms in CB in space. A simple geometric constraint needs

to be satisfied for v
′
B to be considered valid. The angle θ be-

tween vA and v
′
B needs to be in a specific segment of [0, 2π].

This is illustrated in Figure 2(b). In an ideal placement,
where two units in a dimer are perfectly aligned with the
global y axis, the angle θ = 0◦. If one considers unit A
in this ideal alignment, what is the maximum value that θ
can take before the less than ideally-placed unit B has TM
regions exiting the membrane? Doing this calculation in a
preprocessing stage, rotating a given GPCR unit in 5◦ in-
crements before its TM regions exit the membrane gives the
maximum misalignment allowed for a GPCR unit relative to
the membrane. The maximum allowed value for θ is twice
this value, as each of the units A and B can be in these



Figure 2: (a) An axis vector vA is defined on a
unit A to track the unit placement relative to the
membrane (y is chosen to be normal to the lipid bi-
layer). (b) The axis vector allows determining the
maximum allowed unit misplacement relative to the
membrane, prior to TM regions exiting it. An angu-
lar constraint can be defined to force specific relative
placements of two units in a dimer.

maximally-misaligned but still valid placements relative to
the membrane. Lines 9 − 10 show that if 0 ≤ θ ≤ Θ, only
then is the rigid-body transformation T applied to the entire
CB . The resulting dimeric model CAB is next subjected to
an energetic filter.

2.1.3 Energetic Filter
Amino acids of each unit in a geometrically-valid decoy

CAB , where CA atoms are within a dcontactÅ of each-other,
are considered part of the contact interface in CAB . Rather
than evaluating a computationally-intensive energy function,
only the Lennard-Jones (LJ) term is computed first on atoms
in contact. The goal is to filter out decoys CAB with sig-
nificant steric clashes that cannot be removed by energetic
refinement or slight structural fluctuations. We implement
the LJ potential based on the CHARMM22 force field [2]
but downweight the contribution from the repulsion. We
conduct a simple analysis: 1000 dimeric decoys are collected
after they pass the geometric filter, and their distribution of
energies is recorded. Three decoys with low, medium, and
high energy values, according to the obtained distribution,
are fed to Firedock [1], an energetic refinement protocol.
Decoys where steric collisions could not be removed upon
slight backbone and side-chain fluctuations by Firedock were
noted in order to determine both a maximum energetic value
Emax and a credible value by which to downplay the repul-
sion term. As shown in lines 11−12 in algorithm 1, a decoy
is considered valid and finally added to the ensemble Ω only
if its LJ value is below Emax.

2.2 Decoy Selection
We investigate different selection mechanisms, as it is gen-

erally challenging to determine a singular criterion by which
to further discriminate sampled decoys and offer a subset for
prediction. While most efforts either cluster decoys (based
on structure comparison) or devise new scoring functions to
further discriminate among them (or both), here we proceed
as follows. First, we take an energy landscape approach, un-

der which we assume that the different ways in which two
GPCRs can be docked correspond to local optima or basins
in a landscape. Rather than cluster decoys by structure com-
parison, we organize them according to the TMs involved in
the interface. Essentially, we seek basins in the landscape
that correspond to the distinct TMs involved in an interface
(given x TMs, this means that the decoys are organized in(
x
2

)
states). We conduct density of state comparisons, where

states correspond to these TM-based groupings of decoys,
to determine whether there is a specific TM pairing that
is most favored. Our analysis focuses only on decoys that
meet specific criteria. We consider three such criteria here,
one based on total energy, another based on a new scoring
function, and a last one based on multi-objective analysis.

2.2.1 Selection Based on Total Interaction Energy
A detailed energetic evaluations can be performed on the

decoy ensemble Ω to select decoys based on total interac-
tion energy. We employ a popular physics-based force field,
FoldX [37], which is defined as follows:

∆G = WLJ ·∆GLJ +WsolvH ·∆GsolvH+

WsolvP ·∆GsolvP + ∆Ghbond + ∆Gel + allelse (1)

where, ∆GLJ is the sum of the LJ contributions from all
atoms, ∆GsolvH and ∆GsolvP are the differences in solva-
tion energy for polar and non polar groups, correspondingly,
when transferring them from the unfolded to folded stage.
∆Ghbond is the free energy difference between the formation
of an intra-molecular hydrogen bond and that of an inter-
molecular hydrogen-bond (with solvent), and ∆Gel is the
electrostatic contribution from charged groups. The allelse
groups the rest of the terms in FoldX. WLJ , WsolvH and
WsolvP are the weights applied to the terms. Using FoldX,
one can focus only on the lowest-energy decoys. Distribut-
ing these decoys into the TM-based states described above
allows then comparing basins in the energy landscape. Var-
ious statistics can be measured, the most basic of which is
number of decoys in a basin, or density of state. Such com-
parison allows determining which ones are the most pop-
ulated basins to determine whether certain TM pairings in
the interaction interface are more thermodynamically-stable
(energetically-favored) over others.

2.2.2 Selection Based on Combined Score (CS)
Alternatively, the density of state comparison can be con-

ducted on decoys that may not be lowest in terms of interac-
tion energy but some other scoring function. As it is known
that even the most sophisticated energy functions are inac-
curate, it is important to supplement the analysis in decoy
selection with other scoring functions. We design one such
here. When comparing two basins, depth (lowest energy) is
not the most important consideration. In fact, focusing on
lowest energies may promote outliers, which may arise either
due to artifacts in the energy function or lack of sampling.
We design a “Combined Score” (CS) to penalize outliers.
For each state/basin, we record not only the lowest energy
Dstate, but also the Z-score, Zstate = (Dstate−µstate)/δstate,
where µstate and δstate are the mean and standard devia-
tion over energy values of decoys in a given state. The
penalty term, Cstate, in equation 2, estimates high struc-
tural diversity via the maximum least root mean square de-
viation (lRMSD) [27] between any two decoys in a state.
Diversity in a state is penalized for the following reason: if



a specific TM pairing is observed among low-energy dimers,
that pairing is more likely to be native if there is consistency
among the obtained decoys; that is, the sampling algorithm
repeatedly reproduces it.

CSstate =
Dstate

Zstate · Cstate
(2)

2.2.3 Selection Based on Multi-objective Analysis
The terms summed in an energy function, even as so-

phisticated as FoldX, are conflicting optimization criteria.
Analysis of correlations between the energy terms in FoldX
reveals which ones are conflicting and need to be in separate
groups/criteria, and which can be grouped together. There
are four important terms in physics-based interaction en-
ergy function, such as FoldX: solvation, hydrogen-bonding,
LJ, and electrostatic. We group the solvation and hydrogen-
bonding terms together, obtaining thus 3 groups. Our anal-
ysis (data not shown) reveals that these groups have either
negative or no correlation with each-other, whereas the sol-
vation and hydrogen-bonding terms have a positive correla-
tion and thus can be grouped together. The 3 groups can be
treated as separate optimization objectives, and decoys can
be evaluated and compared across all these groups, based
on the concept of Pareto dominance.

Pareto-based multi-objective analysis is popular in evo-
lutionary computation, and we employ it here as our final
strategy for analysis. A configuration Ci is said to dominate
another configuration Cj , if every energy term of Ci is lower
than that of Cj and Cj is said to be dominated by Ci. This
is also noted as strong dominance, and is what we employ
here. The Pareto count PCi of a configuration Ci denotes
the total number of configurations that Ci dominates. The
Pareto rank PRi of a configuration Ci is the total number
of configurations that dominates Ci. If Ci is not dominated
by any configuration in the ensemble Ω, then Ci has Pareto
rank 0. The set of all such configurations are also referred
to as the Pareto front. Pareto rank and Pareto count can
be additionally employed to compare decoys in the ensem-
ble. Given two decoys, the one with lower Pareto rank may
be preferred in a selection procedure. If two decoys have
the same Pareto rank, the one with lower Pareto count may
be preferred, as lower Pareto count ensures energetic diver-
sity [40]. Using these metrics, Pareto rank, Pareto count,
in addition to a total energy value, one can define a sorted
order of the decoys in the ensemble Ω and use this order to
select a subset of credible decoys for prediction.

3. RESULTS
We demonstrate the proposed protocol and its usefulness

on offering credible models of dimerization of D2R, a cen-
tral GPCR. A consensus is emerging from wet-lab stud-
ies that interaction interfaces for higher-order assembly of
D2Rs involve a subset of TMs, namely, TM1, TM4 and
TM5 [9, 11, 23]. We emphasize that the application setup
of the proposed protocol is a blind prediction setting, as
no structural models exist for GPCR dimerization. This
paper constitutes some of the early efforts in this direc-
tion. In addition, no X-ray structure of a D2R unit exists.
However, we exploit the high structural similarity among
GPCRs to obtain a a credible model for a D2R unit. We
employ I-TASSER [36], a top performer in the community-
wide Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Prediction

(CASP) [31] and the human X-ray structure of D3R, the
closest GPCR to D2R available to date, as a template model
for I-TASSER to build a model for a D2R unit.

3.1 Implementation Details
Table 1: Parameter Settings

Parameter Values
Size (Nr. of Atoms) 7198

Active TMs 1, 4, 5

dcontact (Å) 6.5
Θ(degree) [0, 80]

Emax (kcal/mol) 100, 000
wattr 1.0
wrepul 0.1

Ω 10,000

Parameter values used in application of our protocol to
D2R are shown in Table 1. Row 1 shows the size of a D2R
unit (number of atoms). Row 2 shows that, in keeping with
experimental knowledge [9–11, 23], the active regions used
are those on TM1, TM4, and TM5. Row 3 shows that
dcontact to determine amino acids in contact is set to 6.5Å,
as in [19]. Row 4 shows the value for the angular threshold
Θ used by the geometric filter. This value was obtained by
observing the angle, in 5◦, at which TMs in a D2R exit the
membrane. Beyond 40◦, a significant portion of regions in
TMs exit the membrane. So, Θ is set to twice this value,
80◦. Row 5 shows the Emax value used by the energetic
filter. Rows 6−7 show the weights used for the attraction
and repulsion terms in the LJ potential. We recall that
the reason for downplaying the contribution from the re-
pulsion is to allow slight inter-unit penetrations that can
be resolved with short energetic refinement protocols and
anticipated structural changes, particularly in the possibly
highly-flexible loop regions. The results presented here for
D2R dimerization are those with an ensemble Ω of 10, 000
sampled decoys (last row in Table 1). A second ensemble of
50, 000 decoys has been generated. The same results have
been obtained, which allows concluding that an ensemble
of 10, 000 decoys is sufficient to reach conclusions on D2R
dimerization.

3.2 Distribution of Lowest-energy Decoys
Decoys are evaluated based on their total FoldX energy

value, and only those with negative energies are retained in
the analysis here. These decoys are grouped into the dif-
ferent TM-based states, and the population density of these
states is shown in Figure 3. Comparison of these densities
shows that the three most populous states are those where
TM4 is involved in the interaction interface. These three
states (TM1-TM4, TM4-TM4, and TM4-TM5) also contain
some of the lowest-energy decoys. Figure 4 summarizes the
density of state comparison in a heatmap color-coded by
density. The heatmap shows that two most populous states
are those corresponding to the TM1-TM4 and TM4-TM4
interface, with TM4-TM5 following third.

These results agree strongly with cross-linking wet-lab
studies in [9–11,23], which propose a central role for TM4 in
D2R dimerization. Work in [9] proposes that TM4-TM4 is
the specific interface, while others [11,23] suggest that TM4
may interface with TM1 and TM5, as well, and form the
base for higher-order assemblies. Our results in Figures 3
and 4 indicate that all interfaces where TM4 is involved are



Figure 3: Histogram of lowest-energy decoys
grouped in the different TMi-TMj states.

energetically-favorable. This suggests that TM4 may be in-
volved in both stable and transient interfaces, possibly pro-
viding flexibility for formation of higher-order assemblies.

Figure 4: States are color-coded based on their den-
sity (focusing only on negative-energy decoys in Ω).
Actual distribution of population is indicated over
each cell/state in the heatmap.

3.3 Distribution of Highest-CS Decoys
The CS of each state is computed and shown in the bar di-

agram in Figure 5. According to this score, the same three
interfaces where TM4 is involved rank highest. The score
favors TM1-TM4. While the structural diversity in each of
these three states is similar, TM1-TM4 has more configura-
tions with low energies (as evidenced by the mean energy
value shown in the table below the bar diagram). The score
also slightly favors TM4-TM5 over TM4-TM4. These re-
sults support those shown above, that it is perhaps TM1-
TM4 that promotes a stable dimer, but other TM4-based
interfaces may be transient dimers possibly giving D2R the
flexibility to form a rich set of higher-order assemblies.

Figure 5: CS is shown for each state. Values of
various metrics used in CS are shown in the table.

3.4 Distribution of Decoys Based on
Multi-objective Analysis

Decoys are now compared according to the Pareto rank
and Pareto count measures, as well. The following two anal-
yses are conducted. First, decoys are sorted based on their
Pareto rank (low to high), and those with the same Pareto
rank are further sorted based on their energies (low to high).
The configurations in the lowest p% in this sorted ordering
are retained in what we refer to as the ΩPR:Ep%

subensem-
ble. The decoys in this ensemble are grouped into the pos-
sible 6 TM-based states, and the density of state analysis
is conducted. This is repeated with a different sorted or-
dering, where decoys with the same Pareto rank are then
sorted by their Pareto count (low to high), and those with
the same Pareto count are further sorted by their total en-
ergy (low to high). The retained subensemble is now referred
to as ΩPR:PC:Ep%

ensemble. The bar diagram in Figure 6
shows the density of state analysis for each sorted ordering
for p ∈ {5, 10}.

Figure 6 shows that two specific states, TM1-TM4 and
TM4-TM5, are consistently well-populated with changing
p and the Pareto metrics. The additional consideration of
Pareto count in the decoy selection favors TM5, with TM4-
TM5 ranking higher than TM1-TM4. These results suggest
that TM5 adds specific energetic contributions to the in-
teraction interface, albeit they may not result in the lowest
interaction energy.

3.5 Proposed Models for D2R Dimerization
Taken together, the results in this work conclusively demon-

strate that TM4 is part of the interaction interface in D2R
dimerization. Moreover, a specific interface, TM1-TM4, achie-
ves some of the lowest energy values. Since low energy states
the fact that it has high affinity, we propose TM1-TM4 as
the core interface for a long-lived, stable dimer. The emer-
gence of other states, such as TM4-TM4 and TM4-TM5,
is proposed here to be seminal for transient, shorter-lived
dimers, which may be less stable than TM1-TM4, but may
be employed as alternative ways to link D2R units in higher-
order assemblies.



Figure 6: Decoys in the ΩPR:Ep%
ensemble are or-

ganized into the 6 possible states, and the density
analysis is repeated in the first two bar diagrams
for p = 5% and p = 10%. The density analysis is re-
peated on decoys in the ΩPR:PC:E5%

and ΩPR:PC:E10%

ensemble in the next two bars.

We show here in structural detail some of the actual D2R-
D2R models we propose to occur in the cell. Figures 7(a)-(b)
show the representative model/decoy in the TM1-TM4 state
proposed here for a stable D2R-D2R dimer. It is interest-
ing to note that a TM1-TM4 interface promotes a secondary
symmetric TM4-TM1 interface (see top view in Figure 7(a)),
which additionally lowers the potential energy and further
explains why a TM1-TM4 interface may be the most stable
in the cell. Furthermore, a side view in Figure 7(b) shows
that this interface allows enough room for the intracellular
loops to move around without energetic penalty. High en-
tropy, due to the the mobility of these loop regions, while not
directly considered in our calculations, may add to the free
energy of the TM1-TM4 state, further lending credibility
to this state as the most stable one for a D2R-D2R dimer.
In contrast, Figure 7(c)-(d) shows a representative model
for the TM4-TM4, and Figure 7(e)-(f) shows a representa-
tive model for the TM4-TM5 interface, which we predict as
transient. It is clearly evident that these interfaces do not
readily allow for a secondary symmetric interface. Moreover,
the intracellular loop regions are closer to each-other than
in the TM1-TM4 state. While this may promote secondary
interactions between the loop regions, the entropic cost may
be too high in these alternative dimeric states.

4. CONCLUSION
We have proposed here a complete protocol to predict

models of GPCR dimerization. The protocol has been demon-
strated on D2R, a central GPCR involved in addiction and
psychotic disorders. Due to its central role in various disor-
ders, D2R participation in higher-order assemblies has been
investigated in many wet laboratories, which provides us
both with information that is integrated in the protocol to
improve model credibility, as well as validation for the mod-
els proposed by the protocol. In particular, we propose a
specific model that pairs TM1 with TM4 as representative

of the stable and long-lived D2R-D2R dimer. Other tran-
sient dimeric states are proposed, all involving TM4. These
alternative shorter-lived states may be instrumental to for-
mation of higher-order assemblies of D2Rs. The proposed
protocol is general, as many GPCRs share both structural
similarity and experience similar placement constraints im-
posed by the cellular membrane. Future work will focus on
investigating both higher-order assemblies of D2R, as well
as oligomerization of other GPCRs. Taking into account the
membrane environment is another direction of future work.
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